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Figure 1: The animation illustration of the proposed implicit identity representation conditioned memory compensation
network (MCNet). MCNet first learns the motion flow (c) between the source and driving images; (d) shows possible
occlusion or deformation artifacts caused by large head motion. The warped images are produced by warping the source
image with the motion flow; (e) presents randomly sampled memory channels of our learned memory bank conditioned with
implicit-keypoint representations. Examples of generated results with our memory compensation network are shown in (f).

Abstract

Talking head video generation aims to animate a human
face in a still image with dynamic poses and expressions us-
ing motion information derived from a target-driving video,
while maintaining the person’s identity in the source im-
age. However, dramatic and complex motions in the driv-
ing video cause ambiguous generation, because the still
source image cannot provide sufficient appearance infor-
mation for occluded regions or delicate expression vari-
ations, which produces severe artifacts and significantly
degrades the generation quality. To tackle this problem,
we propose to learn a global facial representation space,
and design a novel implicit identity representation condi-
tioned memory compensation network, coined as MCNet,
for high-fidelity talking head generation. Specifically, we
devise a network module to learn a unified spatial facial
meta-memory bank from all training samples, which can
provide rich facial structure and appearance priors to com-
pensate warped source facial features for the generation.

Furthermore, we propose an effective query mechanism
based on implicit identity representations learned from the
discrete keypoints of the source image. It can greatly facil-
itate the retrieval of more correlated information from the
memory bank for the compensation. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that MCNet can learn representative and com-
plementary facial memory, and can clearly outperform pre-
vious state-of-the-art talking head generation methods on
VoxCeleb1 and CelebV datasets. Please check our Project.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we aim at addressing the problem of gener-
ating a realistic talking head video given one still source im-
age and one dynamic driving video, which is widely known
as talking head video generation. A high-quality talking
head generation model needs to imitate vivid facial expres-
sions and complex head movements, and should be appli-
cable for different facial identities presented in the source
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image and the target video. It has been attracting rapidly
increasing attention from the community, and a wide range
of realistic applications remarkably benefits from this task,
such as digital human broadcast, AI-based human conver-
sation, and virtual anchors in films.

Significant progress has been achieved on this task in
terms of both quality and robustness in recent years. Exist-
ing works mainly focus on learning more accurate motion
estimation and representation in 2D or 3D to improve the
generation. More specifically, 2D facial keypoints or land-
marks are learned to model the motion flow (see Fig. 1c)
between the source image and any target image in the driv-
ing video [38, 36, 7]. Some works also consider utilizing 3D
facial prior model (e.g. 3DMM[1]) with decoupled expres-
sion codes [38, 36] or learning dense facial geometries in a
self-supervised manner [7] to model complex facial expres-
sion movements to produce more fine-grained facial gener-
ation. However, no matter how accurately the motion can
be estimated and represented, highly dynamic and complex
motions in the driving video cause ambiguous generation
from the source image (see Fig. 1d), because the still source
image cannot provide sufficient appearance information for
occluded regions or delicate expression variations, which
severely produces artifacts and significantly degrades the
generation quality.

Intuitively, we understand that human faces are highly
symmetrical and structured, and many regions of the hu-
man faces are essentially not discriminative. For instance,
only blocking a very small eye region of a face image
makes a well-trained facial recognition model largely drop
the recognition performance [16], which indicates to a cer-
tain extent that the structure and appearance representations
of human faces crossing different face identities are generic
and transferable. Therefore, learning global facial priors on
spatial structure and appearance from all available training
face images, and utilizing the learned facial priors for com-
pensating the dynamic facial synthesis is highly potential
for high-fidelity talking head generation, while it has been
barely explored in existing works.

In this paper, to effectively deal with the ambiguities
in dramatic appearance changes from the still source im-
age, we propose an implicit identity representation condi-
tioned Memory Compensation Network, coined as MCNet,
to learn and transfer global facial representations to com-
pensate ambiguous facial details for a high-fidelity genera-
tion. Specifically, we design and learn a global and spatial
facial meta-memory bank. The optimization gradients from
all the training images during training contribute together
to the updating of the meta memory, and thus it can capture
the most representative facial patterns globally. Since the
different source face images contain distinct structures and
appearances, to more effectively query the learned global
meta memory bank, we propose an implicit identity repre-

sentation conditioned memory module (IICM) (see Fig. 3).
The implicit identity representation is learned from both the
discrete keypoint coordinates of the source face image that
contains the facial structure information, and the warped
source feature map that represents facial appearance distri-
bution. Then, we further use it to condition the query on the
global facial meta-memory bank to learn a more correlated
memory bank for the source, which can effectively compen-
sate the source facial feature maps for the generation. The
compensation is then performed through a proposed mem-
ory compensation module (MCM) (see Fig. 4).

We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the pro-
posed MCNet on two competitive talking head generation
datasets (i.e. VoxCeleb [15] and CelebV [29]. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate the effectiveness of learning global
facial memory to tackle the appearance ambiguities in the
talking head generation, and also show clearly improved
generation results over state-of-the-art methods from both
qualitative and quantitative perspectives.

In summary, our main contribution is three-fold:

• We propose to learn a global facial meta-memory bank
to transfer representative facial patterns to handle the
appearance and structure ambiguities caused by highly
dynamic generation from a still source image. To the
best of our knowledge, it is the first exploration in the
literature to model global facial representations to ad-
dress the ambiguities in talking head generation.

• We propose a novel implicit identity representation
conditioned memory compensation network (MCNet)
for talking head video generation, in which an implicit
identity representation conditioned memory module
(IICM) and a facial memory compensation module
(MCM) are designed to respectively perform the meta-
memory query and feature compensation.

• Qualitative and quantitative experiments extensively
show the effectiveness of the learned meta memory
bank for addressing the ambiguities in generation, and
our framework establishes a clear state-of-the-art per-
formance on the talking head generation. The gener-
alization experiment also shows that the proposed ap-
proach can effectively boost the performance of differ-
ent talking head generation frameworks.

2. Related Works
Talking Head Video Generation. Talking Head video
Generation can be mainly divided into two strategies:
image-driven and audio-driven generation. For the image-
driven strategy, researchers aim to capture the expression
of a given driving image and aggregate the captured ex-
pression with the facial identity from a given source im-
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Figure 2: An overview of the proposed MCNet. It contains two designed modules to compensate the source facial feature
map: (i) The implicit identity representation conditioned memory module (IICM) learns a global facial meta-memory bank,
and an implicit identity representation from facial keypoint coordinates of the source image, which conditions on the query
of the learned meta-memory bank, to obtain more structure-correlated facial memory to the warped source feature map for
compensation; (ii) The memory compensation module (MCM) designs a dynamic cross-attention mechanism to perform a
spatial compensation for the warped source feature map for the generation.

age. Several approaches [33, 30, 23] utilized a 3DMM re-
gressor [21, 39] to extract an expression code and an iden-
tity code from a given face, and then respectively combine
them from different faces to generate a new face. Also,
some other works [22, 6, 35, 36, 38] utilized facial land-
marks detected by a pretrained face model [5] to act as an-
chors of the face. Then, the facial motion flow calculated
from the landmarks is transferred from a driving face video.
However, their motion flow suffers from error accumulation
caused by inaccuracy of the pretrained model. To overcome
this limitation, the keypoints are learned in an unsupervised
fashion [17, 7, 24, 13, 37] to better represent the motion of
the face with carefully designed mechanisms for modeling
the motion transformations between two sets of keypoints.
Audio-driven talking head generation [9, 14, 28, 10] is an-
other popular direction on this topic, as audio sequences do
not contain information of the face identity, and is relatively
easier to disentangle the motion information from the input
audio. Liang et al. [12] explicitly divide the driving audio
into granular parts through delicate priors to control the lip
shape, face pose, and facial expression.

In this work, we focus on the image-driven talking head
generation. In contrast to previous image-driven works, we
aim at learning global facial structure and appearance pri-
ors through a well-designed memory-bank network, which
can effectively compensate intermediate facial features and
produce higher-quality generation on ambiguous regions
caused by large head motion.
Memory Bank Learning. Introducing an external mem-
ory or prior component is popular because of its flexible

capability of storing, abstracting, and organizing long-term
knowledge into a representative form. Recently, the mem-
ory bank has shown its powerful capabilities in learning and
reasoning for addressing several challenging tasks, e.g. im-
age processing [34, 8], video object detection [19], and im-
age caption [4]. As an earlier work, [26] proposes a mem-
ory network, which integrates inference components within
a memory bank that can be read and written to memorize
supporting facts from the past for question answering. Xu et
al. [32] use the texture memory of patch samples extracted
from unmasked regions to inpaint missing facial parts. [31]
proposes a memory-disentangled refinement network for
coordinated face inpainting in a coarse-to-fine manner.

In contrast to these previous works, to the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to propose learning a global
facial meta-memory bank to deal with ambiguous genera-
tion issues in the task of talking head generation. We also
accordingly design a novel implicit identity representation
conditioned memory query mechanism and a memory com-
pensation network to effectively tackle the issues.

3. The Proposed Approach

3.1. Overview

An overview of our proposed implicit identity represen-
tation conditioned memory compensation network for talk-
ing head generation is depicted in Fig. 2. It can be divided
into three parts: (i) The keypoint detector and the dense
motion network. Initially, the keypoint detector receives a
source image S and a driving frame D to predict K pairs
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Figure 3: Illustration of the proposed implicit identity representation conditioned memory module (IICM). The symbol c⃝
denotes the concatenation operation, and the “GAP” and “Conv” represent the global average pooling and the convolution
layer, respectively. The detailed generation of the projected feature Fi

proj can refer to Fig. 4. Ci denotes the channel number
of the i-th level warped feature Fi

w, while Cm is the channel number of our global facial meta-memory bank.

of keypoints, i.e. {xs,t, ys,t}Kt=1 and {xd,t, yd,t}Kt=1 on the
source and target, respectively. With the keypoints gener-
ated from the driving frame and the source image, the dense
motion network estimates the motion flow AS←D between
these two; (ii) The designed implicit identity representa-
tion conditioned memory module (IICM). We first lever-
age the estimated motion flow AS←D to warp the encoded
feature Fi

e in the i-th layer, resulting in a warped feature
Fi

w. The warped feature Fi
w and the source keypoints are

then fed into the IICM module to encode an implicit iden-
tity representation, which will condition on the query of the
meta memory Mo to produce a source-identity-dependent
memory bank Ms; (iii) The memory compensation module
(MCM). After obtaining Ms, we utilize a dynamic cross-
attention mechanism to compensate the warped source fea-
ture map spatially in the MCM module, and then output a
compensated feature map Fi

cpt. Finally, our decoder utilizes
all the N feature maps i.e. {Fi

cpt}Ni=1, to produce the final
image Irst. In the following, we will show how to learn
our memory bank in the IICM and how it is utilized in the
MCM for generation-feature compensation.

3.2. Learning Implicit Identity Representation Con-
ditioned Global Facial Meta-memory

We first aim at learning a global meta-memory bank to
model facial structure and appearance representations from
the whole face dataset. As different human faces have dis-
tinct structures and appearances, and thus using the whole
learned facial meta-memory bank to directly compensate
different source faces is inflexible. To handle this issue, we
further learn an implicit identity representation from dis-
crete keypoint coordinates of the source face and the corre-
sponding warped source feature map. It is then used to con-

dition on the query of the global meta-memory bank and ob-
tain source-identity-dependent feature memory, which com-
pensates the warped source feature map for generation.

Global facial meta-memory. In this work, we first aim
to learn a global facial meta-memory bank to store the
global and representative facial appearance and structure
priors from all the training data available. We initialize a
meta-memory bank Mo as a cube tensor with a shape of
Cm×Hm×Wm instead of a vector [3]. Moreover, the mul-
tiple channels hold sufficient capacity for the meta-memory
bank to learn different facial structures and appearances (see
Fig. 7). As many regions of the human faces are not dis-
criminative and transferable, we can utilize the global facial
priors learned in the meta-memory to compensate ambigu-
ous regions in the generated faces. The meta memory bank
is automatically updated by the optimization gradients from
all the training images during the training stage, based on
an objective function described in Eq. 4. In this way, the fa-
cial prior learned in the meta memory is global rather than
conditioned on any specific input sample, providing highly
beneficial global patterns for compensating face generation.

Implicit identity representation learning. In our frame-
work, the detected facial keypoints are used to learn mo-
tion flow for feature warping. The facial keypoints implic-
itly contain the structure information of the face because
of their structural positions [17, 20]. Therefore, we utilize
both the source keypoint coordinates {xs,t, ys,t}Kt=1 and its
corresponding warped feature Fi

w that provides additional
appearance constraints to learn an implicit identity repre-
sentation of the source face. The reason for learning on
the source is that we need to compensate the warped facial
feature map with the identity of the source. As shown in
Fig. 3, we first utilize a global average pooling function PF
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to squeeze the global spatial information of the projected
feature Fi

proj that is produced from the warped feature Fi
w

(see Fig. 4), into a channel descriptor. It is then concate-
nated with flattened and normalized keypoint coordinates,
and fed into an MLP mapping network Fmlp to learn an im-
plicit identity representation of the source image. We have:

Sid = Fmlp

([
PF (F

i
proj), [xs,1, ys,1, . . . , xs,K , ys,K ]

])
,

where the operator [·, ·] indicates the concatenation opera-
tion, and Sid is the learned implicit identity representation
of the source face image.
implicit identity representation conditioned meta-
memory learning. As discussed before, human faces
present distinct structures and appearances. To generate
a more correlated facial memory for compensating the
source feature map, we utilize the learned implicit iden-
tity representation Sid to condition on the retrieval of
our global facial meta-memory Mo, which produces an
identity-dependent facial memory Ms for each source face
image. Inspired by the style injection in StyleGANv2 [11],
we utilize the implicit identity representation Sid to ma-
nipulate a 3 × 3 convolution layer to produce a condi-
tioned facial memory: ω′ijk = si ∗ ωijk and ω′′ijk =

ω′ijk

√∑
i,k(ω

′
ijk)

2 + ϵ, where ω is the weight of the con-
volution kernel; ϵ is a small constant to avoid numerical
issues; si is the i-th element in the learned implicit iden-
tity representation Sid, and j and k enumerate the output
feature maps and spatial footprint of the convolution, re-
spectively. Finally, we obtain the learned source-dependent
facial memory:

Ms = FCω′′ (Mo) (1)

where the FCω′′ is the manipulated convolution layer pa-
rameterized by ω′′. With the identity-independent memory
Ms, each warped source feature map can be compensated
by the source-correlated facial priors to have a more effec-
tive face generation.

3.3. Global Memory Compensation and Generation

The warped source feature map typically contains am-
biguity for the generation, especially when the warping is
performed under large head motion or occlusion. Thus, we
propose to inpaint those ambiguous features via compensat-
ing the warped source facial feature maps. To this end, we
design a memory compensation module (MCM) as shown
in Fig. 4, to refine the warped feature Fi

w via the learned
source-identity-dependent facial memory bank Ms.
Projection of warped facial feature. To maintain better
the identity information in the source image while compen-
sating the warped source feature map, we employ a channel-
split strategy to split the warped feature Fi

w into two parts

along the channel dimension, i.e. Fi,0
w and Fi,1

w . The first
half of channels Fi,0

w are directly passed through for con-
tributing the identity preserving, while the rest half of chan-
nels Fi,1

w are modulated by the source identity-dependent
memory bank Ms, to refine the ambiguities. After splitting,
we employ a 1× 1 convolution layer on Fi,1

w to change the
channel number, resulting in a projected feature map Fi

proj .
Warped facial feature compensation. We adopt a dy-
namic cross-attention mechanism to compensate the warped
source feature map spatially. Specifically, we employ the
identity-dependent memory Ms to produce the Key Fi

K and
Value Fi

V via two dynamic convolution layers (i.e. f1
dc, f2

dc)
conditioned on the projected feature Fi

proj . In this way, the
generated Key and Value are identity-dependent and capa-
ble of providing useful context information. In the mean-
while, we perform a non-linear projection to map Fi

proj into
a query feature Fi

Q by a 1 × 1 convolution layer followed
by a ReLU layer. Then, we perform cross attention to re-
construct a more robust feature Fi

ca as:

Fi
ca = FC1×1

(
Softmax

(
Fi

Q

T × Fi
K

)
× Fi

V

)
, (2)

where “Softmax” denotes the softmax operator, while the
FC1×1

is a 1 × 1 convolution layer to change the channel
number of the cross-attention output. “×” denotes a matrix
multiplication. As shown in Fig. 4, to maintain the iden-
tity of the source image, we concatenate the cross-attention
features Fi

ca with the first-half channels Fi,0
w :

Fi
cpt = Concat[Fi

ca,F
i,0
w ], (3)

where the Concat[·, ·] represents a concatenation operation.
As a result, the final output feature map Fi

cpt can effec-
tively benefit and incorporate the learned facial prior infor-
mation [25] from the memory, modulated by the dynamic
cross-attention mechanism.
Regularization on consistency. To learn the global fa-
cial appearance and structure representations from the in-
put training face images, we need to make the learning of
the meta-memory constrained by every single image in the
training data. Simply but effectively, we enforce the con-
sistency between the projected feature Fi

proj from the cur-
rent training face image, and the value feature Fi

V from the
global meta memory:

Lcon = ||Fi
V − de(Fi

proj)||1, (4)

where the de(·) indicates a gradient detach function and
|| · ||1 is L1 loss. By using this function, the regulariza-
tion enforces the consistency into the learning of the global
meta-memory, while not affecting the learning of the source
image features. This can guarantee the stability of training
the overall generation framework. The above equation also
makes sure that the optimization gradients from all the face
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Figure 4: The illustration of the memory compensation module (MCM). The symbol
⊗

denotes matrix multiplication, and
f1
dc and f2

dc are dynamic convolution layers [2], whose kernel weights are estimated by the projected feature Fi
proj . The c⃝

represents the concatenation operation, and the “Conv” denote a convolution layer. Ci is the channel number of the i-th level
feature in our autoencoder framework, while Cm is the channel number of the memory bank.

images during the training state contribute together to the
updating of the memory bank, and thus it can capture global
facial representations for the generation compensation.
Multi-layer generation. Following previous works [37]
considering multi-scale features in generation, we also per-
form memory compensation for feature maps of multiple
layers to enhance facial details. As shown in Fig. 2, we
utilize the motion flow AS←D to warp the encoded feature
{Fi

e}Ni=1 in each layer to produce warped features {Fi
w}Ni=1.

For each warped feature Fi
w, we feed it into our designed

IICM and MCM modules sequentially to produce the com-
pensated feature maps {Fi

cpt}Ni=1. In the decoding process,
we treat the F1

cpt as F1
d and then the F2

d is generated by F1
d

through an upsampling layer. At the i-th level (i > 1), the
output compensated feature map Fi

cpt is concatenated with
the decoded feature Fi

d at the same level to produce a de-
coded feature Fi+1

d . Finally, we input the concatenation of
FN

d and FN
cpt into a convolution layer followed by a Sig-

moid unit to generate the final facial image Irst. Each layer
shares the same meta memory Mo.

3.4. Training

We train the proposed MCNet by minimizing several op-
timization losses. Similar to FOMM [17], we leverage the
perceptual loss LP to minimize the gap between the model
output and the driving image, and equivariance loss Leq to
learn more stable keypoints. Additionally, we also adopt the
keypoints distance loss Ldist [7] to avoid the detected key-
points crowding around a small neighborhood. The Lcon is
the regularization consistency loss described in Eq. 4. The
overall loss function is written as follows:

L = λPLP + λeqLeq + λdistLdist + λconLcon, (5)

where the λP , λeq , λdist and λcon are the hyper-parameters
to allow for balanced learning from these losses. More de-
tails about these losses are described in Supplementary.

4. Experiments
In this section, we present quantitative and qualitative

experiments to validate the effectiveness of our MCNet.

4.1. Datasets and Metrics

Dataset. We evaluate our MCNet on two talking head
generation datasets, i.e. VoxCeleb1 [15] and CelebV [29]
dataset. We follow the sampling strategy for the test set
in DaGAN [7] for evaluation. Following DaGAN, to ver-
ify the generalization ability, we apply the model trained on
VoxCeleb1 to test on CelebV.
Metrics. We adopt the structured similarity (SSIM), peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and L1 distance to measure
the low-level similarity between the generated image and
the driving image. Following the previous works [17], we
utilize the Average Euclidean Distance (AED) to measure
the identity preservation, and Average Keypoint Distance
(AKD) to evaluate whether the motion of the input driv-
ing image is preserved. We also adopt the AUCON and
PRMSE, similar to [7], to evaluate the expression and head
poses in cross-identity reenactment.

4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

Same-identity reenactment. In Table 1(a), we first com-
pare the synthesised results for the setup in which the source
and the driving images share the same identity. It can be ob-
served that our MCNet obtains the best results compared
with other competitive methods. Specifically, compared
with FOMM [17] and DaGAN [7], which adopt the same
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(b) Cross-identity Reenactment
Driving FOMM [25] DaGAN [11] TPSM [48] MCNet

(a) Same-identity Reenactment
Driving FOMM [25] DaGAN [11] TPSM [48] MCNet

Figure 5: Qualitative comparisons of (a) same-identity reenactment and (b) cross-identity reenactment on the VoxCeleb1
(the first two rows) and CelebV dataset (the last two rows). Our method shows higher-fidelity generation compared to the
state-of-the-arts. Zoom in for best view.

Model
(a) Results of Same-identity Reenactment (b) Results of Cross-identity Reenactment

VoxCeleb1 VoxCeleb1 CelebV1
SSIM (%) ↑ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ L1 ↓ AKD ↓ AED ↓ AUCON ↑ PRMSE ↓ AUCON ↑ PRMSE ↓

X2face [27] 71.9 22.54 - 0.0780 7.687 0.405 - - 0.679 3.62
marioNETte [6] 75.5 23.24 - - - - - - 0.710 3.41
FOMM [17]) 72.3 30.39 0.199 0.0430 1.294 0.140 0.882 2.824 0.667 3.90
MeshG [33] 73.9 30.39 - - - - - - 0.709 3.41
face-vid2vid [24] 76.1 30.69 0.212 0.0430 1.620 0.153 0.839 4.398 0.805 3.15
MRAA [18] 80.0 31.39 0.195 0.0375 1.296 0.125 0.882 2.751 0.840 2.46
DaGAN [7] 80.4 31.22 0.185 0.0360 1.279 0.117 0.888 2.822 0.873 2.33
TPSN [37] 81.6 31.43 0.179 0.0365 1.233 0.119 0.894 2.756 0.882 2.23

MCNet (Ours) 82.5 31.94 0.174 0.0331 1.203 0.106 0.895 2.641 0.885 2.10

Table 1: Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods on same-identity reenactment on VoxCeleb1 (see Fig. 5a) and cross-
identity reenactment on VoxCeleb1 and CelebV dataset (see Fig. 5b).

motion estimation method as ours, our method can produce
higher-quality images (72.3% of FOMM vs 82.5% of ours,
resulting in a 10.2% improvement on the SSIM metric),
which verifies that introducing the global memory mecha-
nism can indeed benefit the image quality in the generation
process. Regarding motion animation and identity preserva-
tion, our MCNet also achieves the best results (i.e. 1.203 on
AKD and 0.106 on AED), showing superior performance
on the talking head animation. Moreover, we show sev-
eral samples in Fig. 5(a), and the face samples in Fig. 5(a)
contain large motions (the first, the third, and the last row)
and object occlusion (the second row). From Fig. 5(a), our
model can effectively handle these complex cases and pro-
duces more completed image generations compared with

the state-of-the-art competitors.

Cross-identity reenactment. We also perform experiments
on the VoxCeleb1 and CelebV datasets to conduct the task
of the cross-identity face motion animation, in which the
source and driving images are from different people. The
results compared with other methods are reported in Ta-
ble 1. Our MCNet outperforms all the other comparison
methods. Regarding the head pose imitation, our MCNet
can produce the face with a more accurate head pose (i.e.
2.641 and 2.10 for VoxCeleb1 and CelebV, respectively, on
the PRMSE metric). We also present several samples of
results with the VoxCeleb1 dataset in Fig. 5(b). It is clear
to observe that our MCNet can mimic the facial expression
better than the other methods, such as the smiling coun-
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Source Driving MCNetBaseline+MCMBaselineWarped image 𝐌𝑠

Figure 6: Qualitative ablation studies. The memory compensation module (MCM) and implicit identity representation con-
ditioned memory module (IICM) can both effectively improve the generation performances. The last column verifies that our
IICM can learn identity-conditioned memories (i.e. Ms) for the different source face samples.

Model SSIM (%) ↑ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ L1 ↓ AKD ↓ AED ↓
Baseline 81.1 31.70 0.182 0.0356 1.303 0.124
Baseline + MCMw/o Eq. 3 82.0 31.82 0.176 0.0340 1.242 0.119
Baseline + MCM 82.3 31.92 0.175 0.0334 1.237 0.114
Baseline + IICM + MCM (MCNet) 82.5 31.94 0.174 0.0331 1.203 0.106

FOMM [17] 72.3 30.39 0.199 0.0430 1.294 0.140
FOMM+ IICM + MCM 81.8 31.73 0.179 0.0353 1.269 0.119

TPSN [37] 81.6 31.43 0.179 0.0365 1.233 0.119
TPSN+ IICM + MCM 82.0 31.55 0.175 0.0356 1.216 0.115

Table 2: Ablation studies: “Baseline” indicates the simplest model without the implicit identity representation conditioned
memory module (IICM) and memory compensation module (MCM). “MCMw/o Eq. 3” indicates that we use the entire warped
feature to generate the projected feature Fi

proj without using the channel split. The compensated feature Fi
cpt for generation

is thus directly from the output of cross-attention query (i.e. Fi
ca) of the meta memory Mo.

tenance shown in the first row. For the unseen person in
the CelebV dataset, e.g. the last two rows in Fig. 5(b), our
method can still produce a more natural generation, while
the results of other methods contain more obvious artifacts.
All of these results verify that the feature compensated by
our learned memory can produce better results.

4.3. Ablation Study

In this section, we perform ablation studies to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed implicit identity rep-
resentation conditioned memory module (IICM) and mem-
ory compensation module (MCM). We report their quanti-
tative results in Table 2 and the qualitative results in Fig. 6.
Our baseline is the model without IICM and MCM mod-
ules. The “Baseline + MCM” means that we drop the IICM

Figure 7: The visualization of randomly selected channels
of the global meta memory Mo. It can be observed that our
meta-memory learns very diverse facial representations.

module and replace the identity-independent memory Ms

with the meta memory Mo shown in Fig. 4.

Effect of meta memory learning. We first visualize the
learned meta memory in Fig. 7, which aims to learn the
globally representative facial appearance and structure pat-
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terns. In Fig. 7, we visualize partial channels of the facial
meta-memory bank. It can be observed that these channels
represent faces with distinct appearances, structures, scales,
and poses, which are very informative and clearly benefi-
cial for facial compensation and generation, confirming our
motivation of learning global facial representations to tackle
ambiguities in the talking head generation.
Effect of memory compensation. In Table 2 and Fig. 6, the
proposed memory compensation module can effectively im-
prove the generation quality of human faces. From Tab. 2,
we observe that adding the memory compensation module
(MCM) can consistently boost the performance via a com-
parison between “Baseline+MCM” and “Baseline” (82.3%
vs. 81.1% on SSIM). In Fig. 6, we can also see that the
variant “Baseline+MCM” compensates the warped image
better than the “Baseline”, e.g. the face shape in the second
row and the mouth shape in the third row. Additionally, we
also conduct an ablation study to verify the feature channel
split strategy discussed in Sec. 3.3. The results of “Baseline
+ MCMw/oEq.3” indicate that the channel split can slightly
improve the performance. All these results demonstrate that
learning a global facial memory can indeed effectively com-
pensate the warped facial feature map to produce higher-
fidelity results for the talking head generation.
Effect of implicit identity representation conditioned
memory learning. To verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed implicit identity representation conditioned memory
module (i.e. IICM introduced in Sec. 3.2), we show the ran-
domly sampled channels of the conditioned memory bank
in Fig 6. As shown in the last column in Fig 6, the IICM
produces an identity-dependent memory bank for the input
source images. By deploying the IICM module, our MCNet
can generate highly realistic-looking images compared with
“Baseline+MCM”, verifying that the learned memory con-
ditioned on the input source provides a more effective com-
pensation on the warped source feature map for the talking
face generation.
The effect of consistency regularization in Eq. 4. Eq. 4
we introduced ensures that the optimization gradients
across all facial images collaborate in updating the mem-
ory bank, capturing global facial representations to improve
face generation. Without it, as shown in Fig. 8, the facial
memory bank clearly learns less discriminative face pat-
terns and more noisy representations.
Generalization experiment. Importantly, we also embed
the proposed MCM and IICM modules into different rep-
resentative talking head generation frameworks, including
FOMM [17] and TPSM [37], to verify our designed mem-
ory mechanism can be flexibly generalized to existing mod-
els. As shown in Table 2, the TPSM, which has a differ-
ent motion estimation method compared to ours, with a de-
ployment of our proposed memory modules, can achieve a
stable improvement. The “FOMM+IICM+MCM” can also

OursOurs w/o consistency regularization

Figure 8: Visualization of selected channels of the meta
memory from our full method and the ablation method (i.e.,
w/o consistency regularization introduced in Eq. 4).

Source Driving Ours Source Driving Ours

Figure 9: Qualitative results of out-of-domain generation.

gain a significant improvement on SSIM compared with
the pioneering work “FOMM”. These results demonstrate
the transferability and generalization capabilities of the pro-
posed method. Additionally, we show our generation results
on some out-of-domain samples in Fig. 9, to verify the out-
of-domain generation capabilities of our model. As shown
in Fig. 9, our method is able to effectively modify the ex-
pression of the oil-painted and cartoon faces.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present an implicit identity representa-

tion conditioned memory compensation network (MCNet)
to globally learn representative facial patterns to address
the ambiguity problem caused by the dynamic motion in
the talking head video generation task. MCNet utilizes a
designed implicit identity representation conditioned mem-
ory module to learn the identity-dependent facial memory,
which is further used to compensate the warped source fea-
ture map by a proposed memory compensation module. Ex-
tensive results clearly show the effectiveness of learning
global facial meta-memory for the task, producing higher-
fidelity results compared with the state-of-the-arts.
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